Junior Paper Finalists

10015  Rudder's Rangers: Securing D-Day Victory by Paying the Ultimate Price
10012  From Pure Imagination to Science: Jules Verne's Literary Legacy Inspiring Triumph and Foreshadowing Tragedy in Modern Society
10028  "If It Were My Child": How the Tragic Murder of Amber Hagerman Led to a Universal Triumph for Child Safety
10003  The French Occupation of Algeria: The Rise and Fall of a Prince
10029  "Emphatically One People:" The Triumph of the Transcontinental Railroad and the Tragic Loss of Navajo Homelands
10023  Foreign Relations Pawn: The Triumphant Rise and Tragic Fall of Bobby Fischer
10007  Emmett Till: The Tragic Homicide That Triumphantly Influenced the Civil Rights Movement
10019  Race to the End of the Earth

Junior Individual Website Finalists

17021  Blood for Britain, Dr. Charles Drew
17008  The Winter Encampment of Valley Forge
17013  Finding Family After Slavery
17031  The My Lai Massacre
17002  The Evacuation of Dunkirk
17024  Galveston's 1900 Storm: A City's Triumphant Rise Over Waves of Tragedy
17033  Triumph Despite Tragedy: The Miracle of Betty Robinson's Comeback
17017  Nazi Art Plunder

Junior Group Website Finalists

18037  Alan Turing: Code-Breaker and Computer Scientist
18020  Triumphing Through World War I: How the Harlem Hellfighters Influenced the Cultural and Racial Tragedies in the United States of America
18017  Panama Canal: French Tragedy, American Triumph
18003  Courage, Equality, And Baseball: How Jackie Robinson Changed America's Pastime
18015  The Poliomyelitis Epidemic
18024  The Muckrakers: Muck, Media, and Reform
18032  And Still I Rise: The True Story of Maya Angelou
18004  The Panama Canal: Decades Of Blood, Sweat Tears

Junior Individual Performance Finalists

13008  Women's Club Movement
13019  The Triumph of Freedom that led to the Tragedy of Division and the Greatest Human Migration
13010  Alexander Hamilton: a Treasure Trove of Triumph and Tragedy
13020  Joni Eareckson Tada: A Tragic Accident that Forged an International Mission
13003  Sofia Kovaleskaya: Woman in Mathematics
13015  Abraham Lincoln: The Triumphs of our President and The Tragedy of My Pa

Junior Group Performance Finalists

14014  The Monuments Men: The Ordinary Men and Women Who Saved Art and History
14019  We Fight! We Sacrifice! We Triumph!
14020  Suicide Submarine
14003  10 Crazy Days: Nellie Bly
14005  The Flight of Pan Am 73
14011  Chiune Sugihara: The Triumph of a World War 2 Japanese Diplomat

Junior Individual Exhibit Finalists

15019  The Triangle Factory Fire " A Half Hour of Terror"
15030  The Triumph of Education and the Oppression of Nazi Germany
15004  Union Pacific Railroad: Construction and Destruction of the West
15027  "The March of Misery Led to Victory"
15013  Japanese Internment Camps: The Triumph of Loyalty and the Tragedy of Betrayal
15036  Tragedy And Triumph At Tenerife
15006  The San Francisco Earthquake and Fire of 1906
15032  The Nutt Brothers: From Blindness to a New Vision

Junior Group Exhibit Finalists

16014  Canada's Triumph and Tragedy During WWI
Mi Voz, Mi Poder (My Voice, My Power)
The Pentagon Papers: The Press Triumphs Over the Tragedy of War and Deceit
The Aggie Bonfire Collapse
Weapons of Mass Destruction: Peacekeepers
Corrie Ten Boom's Hiding Place
The 65th Infantry Regiment: Triumphs Tragedies
From Triumph to Tragedy: An Historic Week in American History

Junior Individual Documentary Finalists

A Fatal Wonderdrug: The Thalidomide Tragedy and its Triumph on America's Drug Regulations
"It Just Went Like Tinder": The Triumphant Spark that Ignited New Unionism and the Tragedy of the Match Women in History
The Shot Heard Around the World: The Polio Vaccine
Wings of Freedom: The Cuban Freedom Flights
The Waco Tornado
Dr. Takashi Nagai: The Triumphs and Tragedies of the Man Who Loved Others As Himself
Woman in the Workforce During World War II: The Tragedy of War Brings Triumph for Women
Beyond the Bomb: The Journey Before and After the Manhattan Project

Junior Group Documentary Finalists

Triumph Through Tragedy: Walt Disney's Delayed Magic
Race is the American Story: Black Wall Street The Tulsa Race Massacre
The World Will Not Be the Same: The Triumphs and Tragedies of the Hiroshima and Nagasaki Bombings
Before Little Rock: Tragedy in a Small Texas Town
Triumph of Independence, Tragedy of Violence
Admiral Yi Sun-Sin: A Determination To Behold
The Poor People's Campaign: A True Man's Legacy That Forever Lives
The Tragedy Of The Triangle Shirtwaist Factory Fire